PARAMETERIZED TOLERANCE MODELS OF SWITCHED-CAPACITOR CIRCUITS
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In the present paper, parameterized models are developed for tolerance analysis of SC-circuits using standard PSpice-like circuit simulators. They allow the assessment of the design component tolerances using Monte Carlo and Worst Case analyses. The tolerance models of the capacitor and operational amplifier are based on multiphase models in the z-domain and are realized in the form of multiport subcircuits. The tolerances are defined as model parameters. The description of the models is given in correspondence with the input language of the PSpice simulator. The tolerance field due to the design element tolerances and the histograms of the output characteristics are obtained in the graphical analyzer Probe. The developed models are verified using test examples.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Switched-capacitor (SC) circuits are widely used in many signal processing applications in telecommunication systems. The growing demand for portable and wireless electronic systems requires the design of analog-discrete circuits with a high degree of integration. The design and optimization of high-precision SC-filters is based on CAD products for simulation taking into account the real parameters of the circuit elements [1,2]. The tolerance analysis gives the possibility for comparison of different structures with respect to sensitivity [3], non-faulty limits investigation of test quantities in the SC-circuit diagnosis [3], etc.

In the present paper, parameterized models are developed for tolerance analysis of SC-circuits using standard PSpice-like circuit simulators. They allow the assessment of the design component tolerances using Monte Carlo and Worst Case analyses. The tolerance models of the capacitor and operational amplifier are based on multiphase models in the z-domain and are realized in the form of multiport subcircuits. The description of the models is given in correspondence with the input language of the PSpice simulator.

2. PARAMETERIZED MODELS OF CAPACITORS FOR TOLERANCE ANALYSIS OF SC-CIRCUITS

The equations describing the two-phase capacitor model in the z-domain for SC-circuit analysis have the form [1]:

\[ I_1 = C(V_1 - z^{-1/2}V_2) \; ; \; I_2 = C(V_2 - z^{-1/2}V_1) \].

(1)

The corresponding model is shown in Fig. 1 [1]. The model parameters are the commutation frequency \( F_C \) and the capacitance value \( C \). Based on this equivalent
circuit, the parameterized \textit{PSpice} model for the analysis in the frequency domain is in the form [2]:

\begin{verbatim}
.SUBCKT SC2_C A1 A2 B1 B2 PARAMS: FC=1k C=1nF
  G_G1  B2 A2 LAPLACE {V(A1,B1)} {C*exp(-s/(2*FC))}
  R_R1  B2 A2  {1/C}
  R_R2  B1 A1  {1/C}
  G_G2  B1 A1 LAPLACE {V(A2,B2)} {C*exp(-s/(2*FC))}
.ENDS
\end{verbatim}
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The tolerance \textit{SC}-circuit models are developed taking into account the following specificities:

1. The values of \(2N\) model elements depend on the parameter \(C\), where \(N\) is the number of phases. The tolerance \(\varepsilon_C\%\) has to be assigned to each of the these elements;

2. When constructing the tolerance models, the limitations of the input language of the \textit{PSpice} simulator have to be taken into account: design tolerances can be defined on passive elements (\(R, L, C\)) but not on dependent sources;

3. The tolerances of the elements in the capacitor model depending on the parameter \(C\) are to be defined in the mode of simultaneous variation as they correspond to the same circuit component – capacitor element. For this purpose the tolerances have to be assigned using the LOT mode in the .MODEL statement;

4. The value \(C\) and the corresponding tolerance \(\pm \varepsilon_C\%\) of each \textit{SC}-capacitor have to be defined as parameters, accessible for changing by the user.

The equations describing the two-phase capacitor model in the \(z\)-domain for \textit{SC}-circuit tolerance analysis have the form:

\begin{equation}
I_1 = C(1 \pm \varepsilon_C)(V_1 - z^{-1/2}V_2) \quad I_2 = C(1 \pm \varepsilon_C)(V_2 - z^{-1/2}V_1) \quad (2)
\end{equation}

The corresponding two-phase model is shown in Fig. 2, where:

\begin{align*}
I_{1a} &= (V_1 - z^{-1/2}V_2) \quad I_{2a} = (V_2 - z^{-1/2}V_1) \quad R_{tol1} = R_{tol2} = 1\Omega \pm 1\% \quad R_{m1} = R_{m2} = -1\Omega.
\end{align*}

As a result:

\begin{align*}
I_1 &= C(V_{1a} \pm \varepsilon_C V_{1b}) = C(1 \pm \varepsilon_C)(V_1 - z^{-1/2}V_2) \quad (3) \\
I_2 &= C(V_{2a} \pm \varepsilon_C V_{2b}) = C(1 \pm \varepsilon_C)(V_2 - z^{-1/2}V_1).
\end{align*}

The elements \(R_{tol1}\) and \(R_{tol2}\), defined in the mode of simultaneous variation for satisfying the requirements 2 and 3, model a tolerance of \(\pm 1\%\) for the capacitance. The mode LOT in the .MODEL statement is used for this purpose in the form [5,6]:

\begin{verbatim}
.MODEL RLOT RES(R=1 LOT/GAUSS 1%)
\end{verbatim}
The parameter $C$ and the corresponding tolerance $\pm \varepsilon_C\%$ are included in the description of the dependent sources $I_1$ and $I_2$, thus satisfying the requirement 4.

The description of the corresponding parameterized PSpice model for the tolerance analysis in the frequency domain is in the form:

```plaintext
.SUBCKT SC2_C_TOL i1 i2 j1 j2 PARAMS: Fc=1k C=1nF TOL={TOL}
G_G1a A1a jI1 LAPLACE {V(i2,j2)} {exp(-s/(2*Fc))}
G_G1b j1 A1a i1 j1 1
R1 A1b i1 Rlot 1
R1m A1a A1b -1
G_G1 A1b j1 VALUE {(V(A1a,j1)*TOL+V(A1b,A1a))*C}
G_G2a A2a j2 LAPLACE {V(i1,j1)} {exp(-s/(2*Fc))}
G_G2b j2 A2a i2 j2 1
R2 A2b j2 Rlot 1
R2m A2a A2b -1
G_G2 A2b j2 VALUE {(V(A2a,j2)*TOL+V(A2b,A2a))*C}
.MODEL RLOT RES(R=1 LOT/GAUSS 1%)
.ENDS
```

The model parameters are the commutation frequency $F_C$, the capacitor value $C$ and the tolerance TOL.

3. **PARAMETERIZED MODELS OF OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS FOR TOLERANCE ANALYSIS OF SC-CIRCUITS**

The equations, describing the OpAmp model for two-phase SC-circuit analysis, taking into account the finite value of the open-loop DC gain $A_0$, have the form:

$$V_{out1} = A_0 V_{in1} \quad ; \quad V_{out2} = A_0 V_{in2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The model is presented in Fig. 3. The model parameter is the gain $A_0$. The description of the corresponding PSpice model has the form:

```plaintext
.SUBCKT SC2_OPAMP0 j1 j2 i1 i2 k1 k2 PARAMS:A0=100E3
E_E4 k2 0 VALUE {A0*V(j2,i2)}
E_E3 k1 0 VALUE {A0*V(j1,i1)}
.ENDS
```

The equations, describing the OpAmp model for the two-phase SC-circuit tolerance analysis, have the form:

$$V_{out1} = A_0(1 \pm \varepsilon_A) V_{in1} \quad ; \quad V_{out2} = A_0(1 \pm \varepsilon_A) V_{in2}. $$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The development of the tolerance SC-OpAmp model is accomplished, satisfying the same requirements as for the capacitor model. The realization of the two-phase model is presented in Fig. 4, where:

$I_{1a} = 1.1 V_{in1} \quad ; \quad I_{2a} = 1.1 V_{in2} \quad ; \quad R_{tol1} = R_{tol2} = 1\Omega \pm 1\% \quad ; \quad R_{m1} = R_{m2} = -1\Omega.$
Hence
\[ V_{out1} = A_0 (V_{1a} \pm \epsilon_A V_{1b}) = A_0 (1 \pm \epsilon_A) V_{in1} \]
\[ V_{out2} = A_0 (V_{2a} \pm \epsilon_A V_{2b}) = A_0 (1 \pm \epsilon_A) V_{in2} \] \hspace{1cm} (6)

The elements \( R_{tol1} \) and \( R_{tol2} \), defined in the mode of simultaneous variation for satisfying the requirements 2 and 3, model a tolerance of \( \pm 1\% \) for the gain. The LOT mode in the .MODEL statement is used for this purpose in the form:

```
.MODEL RLOT RES(R=1 LOT/GAUSS 1%)
```

The model parameters \( A_0 \) and the corresponding tolerance \( \pm \epsilon_A \% \) are included in the description of the dependent sources \( V_{out1} \) and \( V_{out2} \), thus satisfying the requirement 4. The corresponding parameterized PSpice model for the tolerance analysis in the frequency domain is in the form:

```
.SUBCKT SC2_OPAMP_TOL j1 j2 i1 i2 k1 k2 PARAMS:A0=1k TOLA={TOLA}
G_1 j1 A1a j1 i1 1
R1 j1 A1b RLOT 1
Rlm A1a A1b -1
E_E1 k1 0 VALUE \{(V(A1a,j1)*TOLA+V(A1b,A1a))*A0\}
G_2 j2 A2a j2 i2 1
R2 j2 A2b Rlot 1
R2m A2a A2b -1
E_E2 k2 0 VALUE \{(V(A2a,j2)*TOLA+V(A2b,A2a))*A0\}
.MODEL RLOT RES(R=1 LOT/GAUSS 1%)
.ENDS
```

The model parameters are the gain \( A_0 \) and the corresponding tolerance TOLA.

4. Example

The application of the developed parameterized models of the SC-elements is illustrated by tolerance analysis in the frequency domain of the band-pass SC-filter of 6-th order, shown in Fig. 5. The design tolerances of the components are \( \epsilon_C \% = 1\% \) and \( \epsilon_A \% = 20\% \) with Gaussian statistical distribution. The magnitude response of the nominal circuit is shown in Fig. 6 and the detailed characteristic in the passband is presented in Fig. 7.
The results for the circuit with tolerances, obtained using Monte Carlo analysis, are presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively. The histogram of the filter bandwidth is shown in Fig. 10.
The developed PSpice models are also applicable to Worst Case tolerance analysis. The results for the limits of the design tolerance bound of the magnitude characteristics in the passband are shown in Fig. 11.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Parameterized models for tolerance analysis using general-purpose circuit simulators are developed for the building blocks of SC-circuit elements. The description of the equivalent circuits is given in accordance with the input language of the PSpice simulator. The tolerance field of the output characteristics due to the design element tolerances is obtained in the graphical analyzer Probe using Monte Carlo and Worst Case analyses.
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